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The Reality of PTSD When Children Die details the emotional toll of the death of a child as faced
by veteran Fire Captain and Arson Investigator Patrick Wills. On a cold December night in 2007
in Los Angeles County, three young sisters died while sleeping inside of an illegal garage
residence that caught fire. The location of the fire identified the wide-spread problem of the lack
of safe and affordable housing in California and America. Captain Wills, places the reader inside
the illegal residence before, during, and after the fire is discovered. He shares the emotional
impact faced by public safety dispatchers, firefighters, paramedics, and law enforcement who
responded that night. Join Captain Wills as he details the complex fire and death investigation
procedures. The investigation will explain the struggle faced by the survivor of the fire and family
members. Anyone exposed to the death of a child, will understand the emotional impact of this
experience. Imagine being exposed to the death of multiple children at the same time. As
emergency professionals, first responders are expected to hide their emotions and deal with
these tragic situations, sometimes daily. How do they learn to cope, and move on after
witnessing the results of such a tragic event? Captain/Investigator Patrick Wills is a veteran of
the fire service and law enforcement with over 45 years of public safety experience in Los
Angeles County and southern California.
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L. Webb, “A great look into how 3 young girl's death can have some good come out of it.. I read
this sad account of the death of three girls in Long Beach CA in late 2007 and how it affected
many people (including the author) and how he worked to make sure it never happed again. I
was deeply moved by the situation and the book. I appreciated Pat Wills taking us through the
event, the investigation and the aftermath of this terrible fire and his (and other's) work to create
the Avilias Laws against converting garages into living spaces "Garages are for parking cars not
people" and help bring awareness of this potentially deadly practice. This book reads fast as it is
well written and interesting throughout.”

Ebook Library Reader, “An extremely important Resource. After almost 30 years in the field, I did
not realize I had PTSD. I can’t tell you how much help this book has been. It’s a great read and
for any buddy in lawn Forsmann, the fire service or EMS, It’s a must read. It brings so many
things to light. I got my depts CISM team to get this for The rest of the group after I read it.PTSD
is taking over our industry. Tools like this can help us save each other. After reading this, you will
be more aware to help not only the people you work with, but yourself as well.THANK YOU Capt.
Wills for writing this for Us!!!”

Stephanie Graverson, “PTSD and First Responders. When Children Die reads well and carries a
dual message of home fire safety and the lingering emotional damage of PTSD. Fire Captain
and Arson Investigator Pat Wills weaves an intimate personal account of the dangers he and all
first responders encounter every day-both on the job and when they return home. Wills takes us
through the investigation of a horrific home garage fire, the loss of innocent life and his own
personal aftermath. This is a valuable book for anyone to help understand how PTSD can creep
into one's life, months or years after experiencing traumatic events. One smoke detector could
have prevented a lot of misery ......”

Jojo gee, “very detailed, well written,amazing.. I wish i would of got with your guyes aunt sooner
just to be able to meet u guys and actually have a memory with u guys instead of them just
telling them to me , although i never did meet u guys this book had me emotional. im proud that
these amazing men came across you guys and that pat still remains part of the family, this book
is amazing, I needed 10 more pages just to be done with it but not quite there yet to finish it . Im
glad there is amazing pets like the next door neighbors dog of his that can always make us so
happy how it did with pat , to his wife you are amazing as well may god continue to bless you
both and everyone. This book is amazing and so are you guys !!! Thank you Patrick for
everything you do for the mother and all her crazy kiddos , for my fiancé and this family… much
love Jocelyn Gallegos .”

CB, “Excellent Book. This is an excellent book written by a veteran of the fire service, Captain P.



Wills. He shares his experience with a deeply troubling incident in a relatable and honest way.
Not only is the book interesting, it confronts the struggles first responders face, and offer's Wills'
methods and path towards emotional healing. Wills has the time on the job and credibility to
make his perspective an important one. This book will help others who are feeling the same
emotions he did, regardless of where they are in their careers. It is obvious that Wills is
passionate about arson investigation, public service, and the victims of this tragedy.”

Ebook Library Reader, “PTSD IS SERIOUS AND THIS HELPS US ALL EVEN IF YOU THINK
YOUR TOUGH!!!. I’ve been a firefighter for 19+ years. As firefighters we see a lot. We hold a lot
in. Some lean towards anger, drugs, alcohol, which can turn to divorce, etc. I wish I had a story
like this to relate to things we all see. I’m a big tough firefighter who cried several times through
the book. Can’t beat the price either. MD PSFD”

michael perrone, “From a firemans daughte. Although I am 76, I will always be a fifemans
daughter. This helped me understand my Daddy,a fire chief at El Toro Marine Base where pilots
trained . Some died from crashes while training. He had to yell their wives . thank you chief
Wills ,and specialLove to your wife. Take care of Rach other.”

kimmiemor, “fantastic insight to a firemens life and job. this is a great book well written and
thought out. very important read to understand what firemen go thru sometimes. its sad at
times, but a "need to know".  well done book.”

The book by Patrick Wills has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 24 people have provided feedback.
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